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Measurement of underlying event characteristics using charged particles
in pp collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV and 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector
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(ATLAS Collaboration)
(Received 3 December 2010; published 31 May 2011)
Measurements of charged particle distributions, sensitive to the underlying event, have been performed
with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The measurements are based on data collected using a minimum-
bias trigger to select proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass energies of 900 GeV and 7 TeV. The
‘‘underlying event’’ is defined as those aspects of a hadronic interaction attributed not to the hard
scattering process, but rather to the accompanying interactions of the rest of the proton. Three regions are
defined in azimuthal angle with respect to the highest transverse momentum charged particle in the event,
such that the region transverse to the dominant momentum-flow is most sensitive to the underlying event.
In each of these regions, distributions of the charged particle multiplicity, transverse momentum density,
and average pT are measured. The data show generally higher underlying event activity than that predicted
by Monte Carlo models tuned to pre-LHC data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.83.112001 PACS numbers: 12.38.t, 13.75.n
I. INTRODUCTION
To perform precise standard model measurements or
search for new physics phenomena at hadron colliders, it
is essential to have a good understanding not only of the
short-distance ‘‘hard’’ scattering process, but also of the
accompanying interactions of the rest of the proton—
collectively termed the ‘‘underlying event’’ (UE). It is
impossible to uniquely separate the UE from the hard
scattering process on an event-by-event basis. However,
observables can be measured which are sensitive to its
properties.
The UE may involve contributions from both hard and
soft physics, where ‘‘soft’’ refers to interactions with low
pT transfer between the scattering particles. Soft interac-
tions cannot reliably be calculated with perturbative QCD
methods and are generally described in the context of
different phenomenological models, usually implemented
in Monte Carlo (MC) event generators. These models
contain many parameters whose values are not a priori
known. Therefore, to obtain insight into the nature of soft
QCD processes and to optimize the description of UE
contributions for studies of hard-process physics such as
hadronic jet observables, the model parameters must be
fitted to experimental data.
Measurements of primary charged particle multiplicities
have been performed in ‘‘minimum bias’’ (MB) events at
the LHC [1–5]. Such inclusive studies provide important
constraints on soft hadron-interaction models. However,
observables constructed for the study of the UE measure
the structure of hadronic events in a different way, focusing
on the correlation of soft-process features to one another
and to those of the hardest processes in the event. UE
observables have been measured in p p collisions in dijet




p ¼ 1:8 TeV and 1.96 TeV,
respectively, and in pp collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV in a
detector-specific study by CMS [8].
This paper reports the measurement of UE observables,
performed with the ATLAS detector [9] at the LHC using
proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass energies of
900 GeV and 7 TeV. The UE observables are constructed
from primary charged particles in the pseudorapidity range
jj< 2:5, whose transverse momentum component [10]
is separately required to be pT > 100 MeV or pT >
500 MeV. Primary charged particles are defined as those
with a mean proper lifetime  * 0:3 1010 s, directly
produced either in pp interactions or in the decay of parti-
cles with a shorter lifetime. At the detector level, charged
particles are observed as tracks in the inner tracking system.
The direction of the track with the largest pT in the event—
referred to as the ‘‘leading’’ track—is used to define regions
of the - plane which have different sensitivities to the
UE. The axis given by the leading track is well-defined for
all events and is highly correlated with the axis of the hard
scattering in high-pT events. A single track is used as
opposed to a jet or the decay products of a massive gauge
boson, as it allows significant results to be derived with
limited luminosity and avoids the systematic measurement
complexities of alignment with more complex objects.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the azimuthal angular difference
between charged tracks and the leading track, jj ¼
jleading trackj, is used to define the following three
azimuthal regions [6]:
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(1) jj< 60, the ‘‘toward region’’;
(2) 60 < jj< 120, the ‘‘transverse region’’; and
(3) jj> 120, the ‘‘away region’’.
The transverse regions are most sensitive to the underlying
event, since they are generally perpendicular to the axis of
hardest scattering and hence have the lowest level of
activity from this source. However, the hard scatter can
of course also emit particles perpendicular to the event
axis: the regional division is not, and cannot be, an exact
filter. The observables examined in this analysis are de-
scribed in Table I. The detector level corresponds to the
tracks passing the selection criteria, and the particle level
corresponds to true charged particles in the event. The
particle level can be compared directly with the QCD
Monte Carlo models at the generator level.
This paper is organized as follows: The ATLAS detector
is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the QCD MC models
used in this analysis are discussed. Sections IV, V, VI, and
VII respectively describe the event selection, background
contributions, correction of the data back to particle level,
and estimation of the systematic uncertainties. The results
are discussed in Sec. VIII and finally the conclusions are
presented in Sec. IX.
II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR
The ATLAS detector [9] covers almost the whole solid
angle around the collision point with layers of tracking
detectors, calorimeters and muon chambers. It has been
designed to study a wide range of physics topics at LHC
energies. For the measurements presented in this paper,
the trigger system and the tracking devices were of par-
ticular importance.
The ATLAS inner detector has full coverage in  and
covers the pseudorapidity range jj< 2:5. It consists of a
FIG. 1 (color online). Definition of regions in the azimuthal
angle with respect to the leading track.
TABLE I. Definition of the measured observables at particle and detector level. The particles and tracks are required to have pT >
0:1 GeV or 0.5 GeV and jj< 2:5. Tracks are selected if they pass the criteria described in Sec. IV. The mean charged particle
momentum hpTi is constructed on an event-by-event basis and then averaged over the events.
Observable Particle level Detector level
pleadT Transverse momentum of the stable charged particle
with maximum pT in the event
Transverse momentum of the selected track with
maximum pT in the event
jjlead jj of the maximum pT stable charged particle
in the event
jj of the maximum pT selected track in the event
hd2Nch=ddi Mean number of stable charged particles per
unit -
Mean number of selected tracks per unit -
hd2P pT=ddi Mean scalar pT sum of stable charged particles
per unit -
Mean scalar pT sum of selected tracks per unit -
Standard deviation
of d2Nch=dd
Standard deviation of number of stable charged
particles per unit -






Standard deviation of scalar pT sum of stable
charged particles per unit -
Standard deviation of scalar pT sum of selected
tracks per unit -
hpTi Average pT of stable charged particles (at least 1
charged particle is required)




Number density of stable charged particles in inter-
vals of jj, measured relative to the leading
charged particle
Number density of tracks in intervals of jj,
measured relative to the leading track
Angular distribution
of pT density
pT density of stable charged particles in the inter-
vals of jj, measured relative to the leading
charged particle
pT density of tracks in the intervals of jj,
measured relative to the leading track
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silicon pixel detector (pixel), a silicon strip detector,
namely, the semiconductor tracker (SCT), and a straw-
tube transition radiation tracker (TRT). These detectors
cover a radial distance from the interaction point of
50.5–150 mm, 299–560 mm and 563–1066 mm, respec-
tively, and are immersed in a 2 Tesla axial magnetic
field. The inner detector barrel (end-cap) parts consist of
3 (2 3) pixel layers, 4 (2 9) layers of double-sided
silicon strip modules, and 73 (2 160) layers of TRT
straw-tubes. These detectors have position resolutions of
typically 10, 17 and 130 m for the r- coordinate and
(for the pixel and SCT) 115 and 580 m for the r-z
coordinate. A track traversing the barrel would typically
have 11 silicon hits (3 pixel clusters, and 8 strip clusters),
and more than 30 straw-tube hits.
The ATLAS detector has a three-level trigger system:
level 1 (L1), level 2 (L2) and the event filter. For this
measurement, the trigger relies on the beam pickup
timing devices (BPTX) and the minimum bias trigger
scintillators (MBTS). The BPTX are composed of electro-
static beam pick-ups attached to the beam pipe at a distance
z ¼ 175 m from the center of the ATLAS detector.
The MBTS are mounted at each end of the detector in
front of the liquid-argon end-cap–calorimeter cryostats at
z ¼ 3:56 m and are segmented into eight sectors in
azimuth and two rings in pseudorapidity (2:09< jj<
2:82 and 2:82< jj< 3:84). Data were taken for this
analysis using the single-arm MBTS trigger, formed from
BPTX and MBTS trigger signals. The MBTS trigger was
configured to require one hit above threshold from either
side of the detector. The MBTS trigger efficiency was
studied with a separate prescaled L1 BPTX trigger, filtered
to obtain inelastic interactions by inner detector require-
ments at L2 and the event filter.
III. QCD MONTE CARLO MODELS
In scattering processes modeled by lowest-order pertur-
bative QCD two-to-two parton scatters, at sufficiently low
pT, the partonic jet cross-section exceeds that of the total
hadronic cross-section. This problem is resolved by allow-
ing the possibility of multiple parton interactions (MPI)
in a given hadron-hadron interaction. In this picture, the
ratio of the partonic jet cross-section to the total cross-
section is interpreted as the mean number of parton inter-
actions in such events. This idea is implemented in several
Monte Carlo event generators and is usually comple-
mented by phenomenological models which continue to
be developed. These include (nonexhaustively) further low
pT screening of the partonic differential cross-section, use
of phenomenological transverse hadronic-matter distribu-
tions, reconfiguration of color string or cluster topologies,
saturation of parton densities at low-x, and connection to
elastic scattering and cut-Pomeron models via the optical
theorem. Such models typically contain several parame-
ters, which may be tuned to data at different center-of-mass
energies and in various hadronic processes. MC tuning has
been actively pursued in recent years, and standard tunes
are being iterated in response to early LHC data, including
those presented in Ref. [5].
Samples of 10–20 106 MC events were produced for
single-diffractive, double-diffractive and nondiffractive
processes using the PYTHIA 6.4.21 generator [11] for colli-
sion energies of 900 GeVand 7 TeV. The MC09 [12] set of
Tevatron-optimized parameters was used: this employs the
MRST LO* [13] parton density functions (PDFs) [14] and
the PYTHIA pT-ordered parton shower, and was tuned to
describe underlying event and minimum bias data at
630 GeV and 1.8 TeV [15] at CDF in p p collisions.
ATLAS MC09 is the reference PYTHIA tune throughout
this paper, and samples generated with this tune were used
to calculate detector acceptances and efficiencies to correct
the data for detector effects. All events were processed
through the ATLAS detector simulation framework [16],
which is based on GEANT4 [17]. They were then recon-
structed and analyzed identically to the data. Particular
attention was devoted to the description in the simulation
of the size and position of the collision beam-spot and of
the detailed detector conditions during the data-taking
runs.
For the purpose of comparing the present measurement
to different phenomenological models, several additional
MC samples were generated. For PYTHIA, these were the
Perugia0 [18] tune, in which the soft-QCD part of the event
is tuned using only minimum bias data from the Tevatron
and Sp pS colliders, and the DW [19] PYTHIA tune, which
uses a virtuality-ordered parton shower and an eikonal
multiple scattering model including impact-parameter cor-
relations. This tune was constructed to describe CDF Run
II underlying event, dijet and Drell-Yan data. PHOJET [20]
and HERWIG [21] were used as alternative models. PHOJET
describes low-pT physics using the two-component dual-
parton model [22,23], which includes soft hadronic pro-
cesses described by Pomeron exchange and semihard
processes described by perturbative parton scattering; it
relies on PYTHIA for the fragmentation of partons. The
PHOJET versions used for this study were shown to agree
with previous measurements [15,24–26]. The PHOJET
samples were also passed through full detector simulation
for systematic studies of acceptance and smearing correc-
tions (unfolding). HERWIG uses angular-ordered parton
showers and a cluster hadronization model. The UE is
simulated using the JIMMY package [27] which, like
PYTHIA, implements an eikonal multiple scattering model
including impact-parameter correlations. It does not con-
tain any model of soft scatters. HERWIGþJIMMY was run
with the ATLAS MC09 parameters [12]: these set a mini-
mum partonic interaction pT of 3.0 GeV at 900 GeV and
5.2 GeV at 7 TeV, and hence agreement with data is not
expected when the maximum track pT is below this cutoff
scale.
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For PYTHIA and PHOJET, nondiffractive, single-
diffractive and double-diffractive events were generated
separately, and were mixed according to the generator
cross-sections to fully describe the inelastic scattering.
HERWIG does not contain any diffractive processes.
IV. EVENTAND TRACK SELECTION
All data used in this paper were taken during the LHC
running periods with stable beams and defined beam-spot




p ¼ 900 GeV, and from 30th March to 27th
April 2010 for the 7 TeV analysis. The only operational
requirement was that the MBTS trigger and all inner
detector subsystems were at nominal conditions. During
the December data-taking period, more than 96% of the
pixel detector, more than 99% of the SCT and more than
98% of the TRT was operational. These efficiencies were
higher in 2010.
To reduce the contribution from backgrounds and sec-
ondaries, as well as to minimize the systematic uncertain-
ties, the following criteria were imposed:
(1) The presence of a reconstructed primary vertex
using at least two tracks, each with:
(a) pT > 100 MeV;
(b) Offline reconstruction within the inner detector,
jj< 2:5;
(c) A transverse distance of closest approach with re-
spect to the beam-spot (BS) position, jdBS0 j, of less
than 4 mm;
(d) Uncertainties on the transverse and longitudinal
distances of closest approach of ðdBS0 Þ< 5 mm
and ðzBS0 Þ< 10 mm;
(e) At least one pixel hit, at least four SCT hits and at
least six silicon hits in total.
Beam-spot information was used both in the track pre-
selection and to constrain the fit during iterative vertex
reconstruction, and vertices incompatible with the beam-
spot were removed. The vertices were ordered by the
P
p2T
over the tracks assigned to the vertex, which is strongly
correlated with the total number of associated tracks, with
the highest-
P
p2T vertex defined as the primary interaction
vertex of the event.
Events that had a second primary vertex with more than
three tracks in the same bunch crossing were rejected. If
the second vertex had three or fewer tracks, all tracks from
the event that passed the selection were kept. After this cut,
the fraction of events with more than one interaction in the
same bunch crossing (referred to as pileup) was found to be
about 0.1%; the residual effect was thus neglected. Atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV, since the data were taken at the low
luminosity period, the rate of pileup was even lower and
was also neglected.
(2) At least one track with:
(a) pT > 1 GeV,
(b) A minimum of one pixel and six SCT hits [28];
(c) A hit in the innermost pixel layer (the b-layer), if the
corresponding pixel module was active;
(d) Transverse and weighted-longitudinal impact pa-
rameters with respect to the event-by-event primary
vertex were required to be jd0j< 1:5 mm and jz0j 
sin < 1:5 mm [29];
(e) For tracks with pT > 10 GeV, a 
2 probability of
track fit >0:01 was required in order to remove
mismeasured tracks [30].
Only events with leading track pT > 1 GeV were con-
sidered, in order to reject events where the leading track
selection can potentially introduce large systematic effects.
This also has the effect of further reducing the contribution
from diffractive scattering processes.
Two separate analyses were performed, in which all the
other tracks were required to have either pT > 100 MeV or
pT > 500 MeV. For pT > 500 MeV tracks, the silicon and
impact-parameter requirements were the same as given
earlier for tracks with pT > 1 GeV. For tracks with the
lower pT threshold, all other selection criteria were the
same except that only two, four or six SCT hits were
required for tracks with pT  100, 200, 300 MeV, respec-
tively. Tracks with pT > 500 MeV are less prone than
lower-pT tracks to inefficiencies and systematic uncertain-
ties resulting from interactions with the material inside the
tracking volume. Whenever possible, the tracks were ex-
trapolated to include hits in the TRT. Typically, 88% of
tracks inside the TRT acceptance (jj< 2:0) included a
TRT extension, which significantly improves the momen-
tum resolution.
After these selections, for the 500 MeV (100 MeV)
analysis, 189 164 and 6 927 129 events remained at
900 GeV and 7 TeV,, respectively, containing 1 478 900
(4 527 710) and 89 868 306 (209 118 594) selected tracks
and corresponding to integrated luminosities of 7 b1
and 168 b1, respectively. For the MC models consid-
ered here, the contribution of diffractive events to the
underlying event observables was less than 1%.
V. BACKGROUND CONTRIBUTIONS
A. Backgrounds
The amount of beam and non-beam (cosmic rays and
detector noise) background remaining after the full event
selection was estimated using the number of pixel hits
which were not associated to a reconstructed track. This
multiplicity included unassigned hits from low-pT looping
tracks, but was dominated at higher multiplicities by hits
from charged particles produced in beam background in-
teractions. The vertex requirement removed most of the
beam background events, and the residual contribution
from beam background events after this requirement was
below 0.1%. As the level of background was found to be
very low, no explicit background subtraction was
performed.
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B. Fraction of secondary tracks
The primary charged-particle multiplicities were mea-
sured from selected tracks after correcting for the fractions
of secondary and poorly reconstructed tracks in the sample.
The potential background from fake tracks was found via
MC studies to be less than 0.01%.
Nonprimary tracks predominantly arise from hadronic
interactions, photon conversions to positron-electron pairs,
and decays of long-lived particles. For pT above 500 MeV
the contribution from photon conversions is small, and
sideband regions of the transverse and longitudinal impact
parameters from data were used to find a scaling factor of
1.3 for the track yield in MC to get a better agreement with
the data. This is not the case at lower pT. A separate fit to
the tails of the d0 distribution for primaries, nonprimaries
from electrons and other nonprimaries was carried out in
eight bins of 50 MeV in the range 100<pT < 500 MeV.
The scaled MC was then used to estimate the fraction of
secondaries as a function of both pT and  in the selected
track sample, which is found to be at most 2% for events in
both 900 GeV and 7 TeV collisions [4,5]. The systematic
uncertainty on the secondaries is included in the uncertain-
ties due to tracking.
VI. CORRECTION TO PARTICLE LEVEL
The data were corrected back to charged primary parti-
cle spectra satisfying the event-level requirement of at least
one primary charged particle within pT > 1 GeV and
jj< 2:5. A two-step correction process was used, where
first the event and track efficiency corrections were ap-
plied, and then an additional bin-by-bin unfolding was
performed to account for possible bin migrations and any
remaining detector effects.
A. Event-level correction
Trigger and vertexing efficiencies were measured [5] as
a function of the number of tracks, NBSsel , passing all the
track selection requirements except for the primary vertex
constraint. In this case, the transverse impact parameter
with respect to the beam-spot [31] was required to be less
than 1.8 mm. The event level corrections consisted of the
following:
(1) The efficiency of the MBTS scintillator trigger,
trigðNBSsel Þ was determined from data using an or-
thogonal trigger. It consisted of a random trigger,
requiring only that the event coincided with collid-
ing bunches and had at least 4 pixel clusters and at
least 4 SCT space points at L2. The trigger was
found to be 97% efficient for low-multiplicity
events, and almost fully efficient otherwise. It
showed no dependence on the pT and pseudorapid-
ity distributions of the selected tracks.
(2) The vertex reconstruction efficiency, vtxðNBSsel ; hiÞ
was also measured in data, by taking the ratio of the
number of triggered events with a reconstructed
vertex to the total number of triggered events. For
events containing fewer than three selected tracks,
the efficiency was found to depend on the projected
separation along the beam axis of the two extrapo-
lated tracks, zBS0 . This efficiency amounted to
approximately 90% for the lowest bin of NBSsel , rap-
idly rising to 100%.
(3) A correction factor, ld trkðtrkÞ accounts for the proba-
bility that due to the tracking inefficiency none of the
candidate leading tracks with pT > 1 GeV is recon-
structed in an event, resulting in the event failing the
selection criteria. A partial correction for this was
provided by determining the probability that all pos-
sible reconstructed leading trackswould bemissed for
each event using the known tracking efficiencies, and
thendividing the eventweight by this probability. This
process will in general yield an excessive correction,
since the correct weight should be determined using
the number and distributions of true charged particles
with pT > 1 GeV and jj< 2:5 rather than the dis-
tributions of reconstructed tracks. This leads to an
overestimation of the probability for the event to be
omitted. Nevertheless, this correction represents a
good estimate of the efficiency, given the efficiency
estimate of tracks in each event. The efficiency was
found to be>98% in low-pT bins and almost 100% in
high-pT bins. The uncertainty for this correction is
included as part of the tracking efficiency systematic
uncertainty. The correction was made with the expec-
tation that the final unfolding in the formof bin-by-bin
corrections will provide the small additional correc-
tion that is needed.
The total correction applied to account for events lost
due to the trigger, vertex, and tracking requirements (in






ld trkðtrkÞ ; (1)
where trigðNBSsel Þ, vtxðNBSsel ; hiÞ and ld trkðtrkÞ are the
trigger, vertex reconstruction and leading track reconstruc-
tion efficiencies discussed earlier.
B. Track-level correction
The track reconstruction efficiency in each bin of the
pT- kinematic plane was determined from simulation and
defined as
binðpT; Þ ¼ N
matched
rec ðpT; Þ
NgenðpT; Þ ; (2)
where Nmatchedrec ðpT; Þ is the number of reconstructed
tracks in a given bin matched to a generated charged
particle, and NgenðpT; Þ is the number of generated parti-
cles in that bin. The matching between a generated particle
and a reconstructed track was done using a cone-matching
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algorithm in the - plane and associating the particle to
the track with the smallest R ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðÞ2 þ ðÞ2p within a
cone of radius R< 0:15. To reduce fake matching, a
common pixel hit between the reconstructed, simulated
track and the generated particle track in the GEANT4 simu-
lation was also required. The efficiencies were slightly
different between the data sets at the two different
center-of-mass energies because of small differences in
the configuration of the pixel and SCT detectors between
the 2009 and 2010 data-taking periods.
A weight,
wtrk ¼ 1binðpT; Þ  ð1 fsecðpTÞÞ  ð1 ffakeÞ; (3)
was applied on a track-by-track basis to all track-level
histograms. Here, binðpT; Þ is the track reconstruction
efficiency described earlier, fsec is the fraction of secon-
daries, and ffake is the fraction of fakes.
C. Final unfolding step
The efficiency corrections described so far do not ac-
count for bin-by-bin migrations, nor for the possibility of
not reconstructing the leading particle in the event as the
leading track (reorientation of an event). To account for
these effects, an additional bin-by-bin unfolding was ap-
plied to all distributions after applying the event- and track-
level efficiency corrections described above.
In this correction step, the unfolding factors were eval-
uated separately in each bin for each observable listed in
Table I,





where VGenbin and V
Reco; eff corr
bin , respectively, represent the
generator level MC value of the observable and the recon-
structed MC value after applying the event- and track-level
efficiency corrections at each bin. The corrected value for
an observable is found by multiplying the measured value
by the corresponding unfolding factor. This unfolding
factor is within 5% (10%) of unity in the lowest-pT bins
for the pT > 100 MeV (500 MeV) analyses, respectively,
due to the migration and reorientation effects, and very
close to unity for higher-pT bins.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
A study of the systematic uncertainties was performed,
and these were propagated to the final distributions and
added in quadrature to obtain a total systematic uncertainty.
Systematic uncertainties from tracking efficiency were
studied [4,5], and the largest were found to be due to the
following:
(1) The material in the inner detector: the effect of mate-
rial budget uncertainties in the inner detector was
determined to affect the efficiency by a relative
difference of 2% in the barrel region, rising to
over 7% for 2:3< jj<2:5, for tracks with pT>
500MeV.
(2) Consequence of 2 probability cut: the maximum
difference between the fraction of events in data
and MC which passed this cut was found to be
10%. This value was taken as a conservative esti-
mate of the systematic uncertainty, applied to tracks
with pT > 10 GeV only.
The systematic uncertainty from pileup removal was esti-
mated to be negligible.
The most common UE observable is a ‘‘profile’’ plot of
the mean value of a charged particle pT or multiplicity
observable as a function of the pT of the leading object in
the event. Because of the steeply falling pT spectrum in
minimum bias events, the number of events in the low-pT
bins of these profiles is much higher than in the higher-pT
bins, and so migration of the leading track from the
lower-pT bins to higher ones is possible: this was ac-
counted for in the MC-based unfolding procedure.
However, an additional systematic uncertainty was in-
cluded because more pleadT migrations are expected in
data than in the MC detector modeling. This extra system-
atic contributes only to the region of the profiles with
pleadT > 10 GeV, since a small fraction of highly mismeas-
ured leading tracks from the lowest pleadT bin can still have a
significant effect upon the less-populated high-pleadT bins.
Since the greatest difference from the pleadT -profile values
in pleadT > 10 GeV is seen in the first p
lead
T bin, a conserva-
tive systematic estimate was obtained by assuming all
migrations to come from the first bin.
The remaining contributions to the overall systematic
uncertainty result from the specific unfolding method used
in this analysis. The bin-by-bin unfolding corrections are in
general influenced by the number of charged particles and
their pT distributions, so there is some dependence on the
event generator model. This introduces a second extra
source of systematic uncertainty. In order to estimate this
uncertainty it is necessary to compare different plausible
event generation models, which deviate significantly from
each other. Between the various models and tunes already
described, the maximal variation is seen between PYTHIA
and PHOJET, and this difference is taken as a measure of the
uncertainty due to model dependence. Where the PHOJET
sample has sufficient statistics, it is seen that beyond the
statistical fluctuations the relative difference between the
required correction factors from PHOJET and PYTHIA is at
most 4% in the lowest-pT bins, and 2% everywhere else.
Since this uncertainty is independent of any efficiency
systematics, it has been summed in quadrature with the
efficiency systematic uncertainty and the statistical uncer-
tainty. In addition to the model-dependent uncertainty in
the bin-by-bin unfolding, there is also a statistical uncer-
tainty due to the finite size of the Monte Carlo sample.
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The statistical fluctuation of the PYTHIA unfolding factor is
found to be negligible for low-pT bins, but rises to be a
significant contribution in higher pT bins.
The jj between the leading track and the track with
the second-highest pT (the subleading track) is shown in
Fig. 2. It is seen to be most likely that the subleading
charged particle lies in either the true toward or the true
away region, in which case there is relatively little effect on
the observables—the transverse region is particularly un-
affected by a 180 reorientation. However, if the recon-
structed leading track lies in what should have been the
transverse region, the effect will be to reduce the densities
in the toward and away regions, and to increase the
densities in the transverse region. The bin-by-bin unfolding
derived from the MC corrects for this effect, provided that
it occurs with the frequency of reorientation predicted by
the MC simulation. Figure 2 is used to estimate the relative
frequency with which an event is reoriented such that the
true toward and away regions lie in the transverse region
identified by the reconstruction. Comparing the jj dis-
tribution in uncorrected data to the same distributions
(uncorrected and reconstructed) predicted by PYTHIA and
PHOJET, it is seen that both generator models predict fewer
event reorientations of this type. The final correction to the
data uses bin-by-bin unfolding factors that are derived
from the PYTHIA sample, so the relative magnitude of the
 [rad]φ∆















































FIG. 2 (color online). Difference in between the leading and the subleading track in PYTHIA, PHOJET and uncorrected data. The left
plot is for 900 GeV and the right is for 7 TeV. The MC curves are shown after the full detector simulation.
TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties, shown for the lowest-, intermediate- and
highest-pT bins. For the analysis with 7 TeV (900 GeV) center-of-mass energy data, the
lowest-pT bin refers to p
lead
T ¼ 1:0–1:5 GeV, the intermediate pT bin refers to pleadT ¼
9–10 GeV (4–5 GeV), and the highest pT bin refers to p
lead
T ¼ 18–20 GeV (9–10 GeV). The
uncertainties shown are from the transverse region charged
P
pT distribution, and all the other
profiles are estimated to have comparable or less systematic uncertainty. Each uncertainty is
given relative to the profile value at that stage in the correction sequence, and they are an average
over all of the phase-space values. In the cases where the uncertainties are different for 900 GeV
and 7 TeV analysis, the 900 GeV value is shown in parentheses.
Leading charged particle bin Lowest-pT Intermediate-pT Highest-pT
Systematic uncertainty on unfolding
PYTHIA/PHOJET difference 4% 2% 2%
PYTHIA unfolding stat. uncertainty <0:1% 1% (2%) 4% (5%)
Systematic uncertainties from efficiency corrections
Track reconstruction 3% 4% 4%
Leading track requirement 1% <0:1% <0:1%
Trigger and vertex efficiency <0:1% (everywhere)
Total from efficiency corrections 2.5% 4% 4%
Systematic uncertainty for bin migration
Bin migration due to mismeasured pT 2.5% (0%) 5% (0%)
Total systematic uncertainty 4.5% 4.5% (5%) 8% (6.5%)
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systematic uncertainty associated with this effect can again
be estimated by the difference of the PYTHIA and PHOJET
probabilities. This difference is comparable with the dif-
ference between the data and PYTHIA predictions. The
uncertainty is applied in both directions, reasonably as-
suming a symmetric effect, so the difference in PYTHIA and
PHOJET corrections provides the systematic uncertainty in
the unfolding factor even though the PHOJET deviation
from PYTHIA is in the opposite direction from the data.
Table II summarizes the various contributions to the
systematic uncertainties.
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Overview
In this section, corrected distributions of underlying
event observables are compared to model predictions tuned
to a wide range of measurements. As described, the data
have received minimally model-dependent corrections to
facilitate model comparisons. The transverse, toward and
away regions each have an area of  ¼ 10	=3 in
- space, so the density of particles hd2Nch=ddi and
transverse momentum sum hd2P pT=ddi are con-
structed by dividing the mean values by the corresponding
area. The leading charged particle is included in the toward
region distributions, unless otherwise stated.
The data, corrected back to particle level in the trans-
verse, toward and away regions are compared with predic-
tions by PYTHIAwith the ATLASMC09, DW, and Perugia0
tunes, by HERWIGþJIMMY with the ATLAS MC09 tune,
and by PHOJET. The ratios of the MC predictions to the data
are shown at the bottom of these plots. The error bars show
the statistical uncertainty while the shaded area shows the
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. For the
higher values of leading charged particle pT, the data
statistics are limited, so the distributions are shown only
in the pT range where sufficient statistics are available.
B. Charged particle multiplicity
The charged particle multiplicity density, in the kine-
matic range pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, is shown in
Fig. 3 as a function of pleadT at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV and 7 TeV.
For the 7 TeV (900 GeV) data, the average number of
charged particles in the transverse region doubles in going
from pleadT ¼ 2 GeVð1:5 GeVÞ to 5 GeV (3 GeV), and then
forms an approximately constant ‘‘plateau’’ for pleadT >
5 GeV (3 GeV). If we assume the UE to be uniform in
azimuthal angle  and pseudorapidity , then for pleadT >
5 GeV (3 GeV), the charged particle density of 0.8 (0.4)
translates to about 5 (2.5) particles per unit  (extrapolat-
ing to the full  space) on average per event, compared
to the corresponding number of 2:423 0:001ðstatÞ 
0:042ðsystÞð1:343 0:004ðstatÞ  0:042ðsystÞÞ obtained
in the ATLAS minimum bias measurement [5] with
pT > 500 MeV.
It can be concluded that the charged particle density in
the underlying event, for events with a leading charged
particle in the plateau region (above approximately 3 or
5 GeV for the 900 GeV or 7 TeV data, respectively), is
about a factor of 2 larger than the number of charged
particles per unit rapidity seen in the inclusive minimum
bias spectrum. This is presumably due to the selection
effect for more momentum exchange in these events, and
the expected absence of diffractive contributions to the
events which populate the plateau region. Given that there
is one hard scattering, it is more probable to have MPI, and
hence the underlying event has more activity than mini-
mum bias.
All the pre-LHC MC tunes considered show at least
10–15% lower activity than the data in the transverse region
plateau. The PYTHIA DW tune is the closest model to data
for the transverse region, and in fact agrees well with the
data in the toward and away regions. The most significant
difference between data and MC is seen for the PHOJET
generator, particularly at 7 TeV. The strong deviation of
HERWIGþJIMMY from the data at low-pleadT is expected, as
the JIMMY model requires at least one hard scattering and
therefore is not expected to be applicable in this region.
The underlying event activity is seen to increase by a
factor of approximately two between the 900 GeV and
7 TeV data. This is roughly consistent with the rate of
increase predicted by MC models tuned to Tevatron data.
The toward and away regions are dominated by jetlike
activity, yielding gradually rising number densities. In
contrast, the number density in the transverse region ap-
pears to be independent of the energy scale defined by pleadT
once it reaches the plateau. The 900 GeV and 7 TeV data
show the same trend.
C. Charged particle scalar pT sum
In Fig. 4 the charged particle scalar
P
pT density, in the
kinematic range pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, is shown as
a function of pleadT at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV and 7 TeV.
The summed charged particle pT in the plateau charac-
terizes the mean contribution of the underlying event to jet
energies. The higher number density implies a higher pT
density as well. All the MC tunes considered show 10–15%
lower
P
pT than the data in the plateau part of the trans-
verse region. The PYTHIA DW tune is again seen to be the
closest to data in the transverse region, but it slightly
overshoots the data in the toward and away regions.
PHOJET is again the model furthest from the data, particu-
larly at 7 TeV, and the strong deviation of HERWIGþJIMMY
from the data at low-pleadT is again expected due to the
range of validity of the model. The value of
P
pT is seen to
increase by slightly more than a factor of 2 between
900 GeV and 7 TeV data, which is roughly consistent
with the increase predicted by the MC models.
In the toward and away regions, jetlike rising profiles are
observed, in contrast to the plateaulike feature in the
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FIG. 3 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to particle level, showing the
density of the charged particles hd2Nch=ddi with pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT . The data are compared with
PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DWand Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The top, middle and the
bottom rows, respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The error bars show
the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 4 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to particle level, showing the
scalar
P
pT density of the charged particles hd2
P
pT=ddi with pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT . The data are
compared with PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DWand Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The top,
middle and the bottom rows, respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The
error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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transverse region. The toward region includes the leading
charged particle and has a higher
P
pT than the away
region as there is higher probability of high-pT particles
being produced in association with the leading-pT charged
particle. In the toward region the highest fraction of energy
has been allocated to a single charged particle. This im-
plicitly reduces the number of additional charged particles
in that region, since there is less remaining energy to be
partitioned. As a result, the multiplicity of charged parti-
cles is slightly lower in the toward region by comparison to
the away region for high-pleadT . The increase of the pT
densities in the toward and away regions indicates the
extent of the variation in the charged fraction of the total
energy in each region.
Multiplying the
P
pT density by the area associated
with the toward region, the
P
pT is nearly twice what it
would be if the leading charged particle were the only
charged particle in the region. For the away region, the
initial linear rise corresponds to the region whose total pT
nearly balances that of the leading charged particle alone.
The 900 GeV and 7 TeV data show the same trend.




In Fig. 5, the standard deviations of the charged particle
multiplicity and charged particle scalar
P
pT densities, in
the kinematic range pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, are




900 GeV and 7 TeV (for the transverse region only).
The mean and standard deviations of the pT density
in the transverse region characterize a range of additional
energy that jets might acquire if the underlying event were
uniformly distributed. As the error formula is neither trivial
nor particularly standard, we reproduce it here: for each
bin, the sample variance of the variance of the observable
x 2 fNch;P pTg is varðvarðxÞÞ ¼ m4ðxÞ  4m3ðxÞm1ðxÞ 
m2ðxÞ2 þ 8m2ðxÞm1ðxÞ2  4m1ðxÞ4, where mNðxÞ ¼ hxNi
is the order N moment of the distribution. This is
then translated into the standard error on the
standard deviation of x via error propagation with a
single derivative, giving symmetric errors of sizeﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
varðvarðxÞÞ=ðn 2Þp =2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃvarðxÞp , where n is the number of
entries in the bin. The 900 GeV and 7 TeV data show the
same trend.
The confirmation that the magnitudes of the standard
deviations of the distributions are comparable to the mag-
nitudes of the mean values indicates that a subtraction of
the underlying event from jets should be done on an event-
by-event basis, rather than by the subtraction of an invari-
ant average value. These distributions also provide an
additional constraint on generator models and tunes: the
discrepancy between models is much stronger at 7 TeV
than at 900 GeV, with HERWIGþJIMMY giving the best
description and PHOJET, in particular, severely undershoot-
ing the data at 7 TeV.
E. Charged particle mean pT
In Fig. 6 the average charged particle
P
pT, in the
kinematic range pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, is shown
as a function of pleadT at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV and 7 TeV. These
plots were constructed on an event-by-event basis by di-
viding the total charged particle pT in each region by the
number of charged particles in that region, requiring at
least one charged particle in the considered region.
All the MC tunes, except PYTHIA tune DW, show some-
what lower mean pT than the data in the plateau part of the
transverse region and overestimate the data in the toward
and away regions. The underlying event pT hpTi is seen to
increase by about 20% going from
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV to
7 TeV, again described by the MC models. There is rela-
tively little discrimination between MC models for this
observable; all predictions are within 10% of the data
values. The toward and away regions are dominated by the
jetlike rising profiles, in contrast to the plateau in the
transverse region. The toward region has a higher mean
pT than the away region since there is higher probability of
higher pT particles being produced in association with the
leading charged particle. The 900 GeV and 7 TeV data
show the same trend.
F. Charged particle mean pT and
multiplicity correlations
The correlation between the mean pT of charged parti-
cles and the charged particle multiplicity in each region is
sensitive to the amount of hard (perturbative QCD) versus
soft (nonperturbative QCD) processes contributing to the
UE. This has previously been measured for inclusive mini-
mum bias events by CDF [24] and ATLAS [5]. We present
this quantity in Fig. 7 for each of the azimuthal regions in
the kinematic range pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5.
The profiles in the transverse and away regions are very
similar, showing a monotonic increase of hpTi with Nch.
The profile of the toward region is different, as it is
essentially determined by the requirement of a track with
pT > 1 GeV. For Nch ¼ 1, it contains only the leading
charged particle and, as Nch is increased by inclusion of
soft charged particles, the average is reduced. However, for
Nch > 5, jetlike structure begins to form, and a weak rise of
the mean pT is observed. The 900 GeV and 7 TeV data
show the same trend. Comparing the 900 GeV and 7 TeV
data, it is seen that the mean charged particle pT vs Nch
profiles are largely independent of the energy scale of the
collisions.
The MC models again show most differentiation for
the 7 TeV data, and it is interesting to see that the
HERWIGþJIMMY model describes the data well at this
center-of-mass energy—better than either the DW or
ATLAS MC09 PYTHIA tunes (which both substantially
overshoot at 7 TeV) and comparably to the Perugia0
PYTHIA tune. PHOJET gives the best description at 7 TeV.
However, both HERWIGþJIMMY and PHOJET undershoot
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the transverse region data at 900 GeV, so no robust
conclusion can be drawn about the relative qualities of
the models.
G. Angular distributions
The angular distributions with respect to the leading






p ¼ 900 GeV and 7 TeV, with charged par-
ticle pT > 0:5 GeV, are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. The
leading charged particle taken to be at  ¼ 0 has been
excluded from the distributions. The data are shown for
four different lower cut values in leading charged particle
pT. These distributions are constructed by reflecting jj
about zero; i.e. the region 	  < 0 is an exact
mirror image of the measured jj region shown in 0 
  	.
These distributions show a significant difference in
shape between data and MC predictions. With the increase
of the leading charged particle pT, the development of
jetlike structure can be observed, as well as the correspond-
ing sharper rise in transverse regions compared to the MC.
The saturation at higher pT indicates the plateau region
seen in Figs. 3 and 4. PYTHIA tunes essentially predict a
stronger correlation than is seen in the data, and this
discrepancy in the toward region associated particle den-
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FIG. 5 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to the particle level, showing the
standard deviation of the density of the charged particles hd2Nch=ddi (top row) and the standard deviation of the scalar P pT
density of charged particles hd2P pT=ddi (bottom row) with pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT , for the transverse
region defined by the leading charged particle and compared with PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DW and Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMY
ATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined
statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 6 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to particle level, showing the
mean pT of the charged particles with pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT . The data are compared with PYTHIA ATLAS
MC09, DW and Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The top, middle and the bottom rows,
respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The error bars show the statistical
uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 7 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to particle level, showing the
mean pT of the charged particles against the charged multiplicity, for charged particles with pT > 0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5. The data are
compared with PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DWand Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The top,
middle and the bottom rows, respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The
error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 8 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (top plots) and at 7 TeV (bottom plots) corrected back to the particle level, showing
the  distribution of charged particle densities d2Nch=dd with respect to the leading charged particle (at  ¼ 0), for pT >
0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5. The leading charged particle is excluded. The data are compared to MC predictions by the PYTHIA ATLAS
MC09, DW and Perugia0 tunes, the HERWIGþJIMMY ATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET. The distributions obtained by restricting the
minimum leading charged particle pT to different values are shown separately. The plots have been symmetrized by reflecting them
about  ¼ 0. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty corresponding to each pT lower cut value.
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FIG. 9 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (top plots) and at 7 TeV (bottom plots) corrected back to the particle level, showing
the  distribution of charged particle pT densities d
2pT=dd with respect to the leading charged particle (at  ¼ 0), for pT >
0:5 GeV and jj< 2:5. The leading charged particle is excluded. The data are compared to MC predictions by the PYTHIA ATLAS
MC09, DW and Perugia0 tunes, the HERWIGþJIMMY ATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET. The distributions obtained by restricting the
minimum leading charged particle pT to different values are shown separately. The plots have been symmetrized by reflecting them
about  ¼ 0. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty corresponding to each pT lower cut value.
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FIG. 10 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left plots) and at 7 TeV (right plots) corrected back to particle level, showing the
density of the charged particles hd2Nch=ddi with pT > 0:1 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT . The data are compared with
PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DWand Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune, and PHOJET predictions. The top, middle and the
bottom rows, respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The error bars show
the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 11 (color online). ATLAS data at 900 GeV (left) and at 7 TeV (right) corrected back to particle level, showing the scalar
P
pT
density of the charged particles hd2P pT=ddi with pT > 0:1 GeV and jj< 2:5, as a function of pleadT . The data are compared with
PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DWand Perugia0 tunes, HERWIGþJIMMYATLAS MC09 tune and PHOJET predictions. The top, middle and the
bottom rows, respectively, show the transverse, toward and away regions defined by the leading charged particle. The error bars show
the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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In Figs. 10 and 11, the charged particle multiplicity
density and charged particle scalar
P
pT density are shown
against the leading charged particle pT at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV
and 7 TeV. This time a lower pT cutoff of 0.1 GeV is
applied for the charged particles in jj< 2:5.
Compared to the previous plots with pT > 500 MeV in
Figs. 3 and 4, almost a twofold increase in multiplicity is
observed, but the scalar
P
pT stays very similar. Again, the
pre-LHCMC tunes show lower activity than the data in the
plateau part of the transverse region, except for
HERWIGþJIMMY, which predicts the charged particle multi-
plicity density better than other models but does not do
better for the
P
pT density. As this distinction of MC
models is not seen for the pT > 500 MeV Nch profile in
Sec. VIII B, it can be seen that HERWIGþJIMMY produces
more particles between 100 MeV and 500 MeV than the
other MC models. A similar effect may be observed in the
hpTi vs Nch observable of Sec. VIII F.
I. Charged particle multiplicity and scalarP
pT vs jj of the leading charged particle
Figure 12 shows the charged particle multiplicity den-
sity and
P
pT density in the kinematic range pT >
0:1 GeV and jj< 2:5, for pleadT > 5 GeV, against the
leading charged particle pseudorapidity for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV.
As this observable is composed only from events on the
low-statistics transverse region plateau, the available
statistics were not sufficient at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 900 GeV for a robust
analysis. However, the same behavior is seen as for 7 TeV.
It has been proposed that the dependence of the event
characteristics on the (pseudo)rapidity can be a useful test
of the centrality of the events [33]. In Fig. 12, the multi-
plicity and
P
pT are seen to be independent of jj for the
transverse region plateau, suggesting that the average im-
pact parameters in pp collisions do not depend strongly on
 of the leading particle for a given pT.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of underlying event structure with the
ATLAS detector have been presented, using the data deliv-
ered by the LHC during 2009 and 2010 at center-of-mass
energies of 900 GeVand 7 TeV. This is the first underlying
event analysis at 7 TeV, and the first such analysis at
900 GeV to be corrected for detector-specific effects.
The data have been corrected with minimal model-
dependence and are provided as inclusive distributions at
the particle level. The selected phase-space and the preci-
sion of this analysis highlight significant differences be-
tween Monte Carlo models and the measured distributions.
The same trend was observed for the ATLAS inclusive
charged particle multiplicity measurement [4,5]. PHOJET,
HERWIGþJIMMY and all pre-LHC MC tunes of PYTHIA
predict less activity in the transverse region (i.e. in the
underlying event) than is actually observed, for both
center-of-mass energies and for charged particle mini-
mum pT requirements of both 100 MeV and 500 MeV.
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FIG. 12 (color online). ATLAS data at 7 TeV corrected back to the particle level, showing the density of the charged particles
hd2Nch=ddi (left plot) and the scalar
P
pT density of charged particles hd2
P
pT=ddi (right plot) with pT > 0:1 GeV and
jj< 2:5, as a function of the leading charged particle jj, for the transverse region plateau (pleadT > 5 GeV), defined by the leading
charged particle and compared with PYTHIA ATLAS MC09, DW and Perugia0 tunes, and HERWIGþJIMMY ATLAS MC09 tune, and
PHOJET predictions. The error bars show the statistical uncertainty while the shaded areas show the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty.
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The charged particle multiplicity in the plateau of the
transverse region distribution was found to be about 2
times higher than that of minimum bias particle density
in the overall event.
One of the goals of this analysis is to provide data that
can be used to test and improve Monte Carlo models in
preparation for other physics studies at the LHC. The
underlying event observables presented here are particu-
larly important for constraining the energy evolution of
multiple partonic interaction models, since the plateau
heights of the UE profiles are highly correlated to multiple
parton interaction activity. As MC models of soft physics
are least predictive when modeling diffractive processes, it
is particularly useful that the UE profiles are largely in-
sensitive to contributions from soft diffraction models: the
PYTHIA soft diffraction model indicates that these are con-
strained to the lowest bins in pleadT . However, the sensitivity
to more complete diffraction models with a hard compo-
nent, such as implemented in PYTHIA 8 [34] or PHOJET, has
not yet been fully ascertained.
The data at 7 TeV are particularly important for MC
tuning, since measurements are needed with at least two
energies to constrain the energy evolution of MPI activity.
While measurements from CDF exist at 630 GeV,
1800 GeV and 1960 GeV, in addition to these ATLAS
measurements at 900 GeV and 7 TeV, there is a tension
between the CDF and ATLAS measurements: the ATLAS
analyses indicate higher levels of activity, as evidenced by
the failure of MC tunes to CDF data to match the ATLAS
data [35]. Hence, ATLAS UEmeasurement at two energies
provides the best tuning data for MC predictions of ATLAS
UE at higher energies. While the PYTHIA DW tune fits the
ATLAS UE profile data closer than any other current tune,
it fails to describe other data—as highlighted in the shape
of the distribution of hpTi vs Nch in Fig. 7. The increase of
initial state radiation activity (and different shower models)
in tune DW may be responsible for this behavior. There is
therefore no current standard MC tune which adequately
describes all the early ATLAS data. However, using
diffraction-limited minimum bias distributions and the
plateau regions of the underlying event distributions pre-
sented here, ATLAS has developed a new PYTHIA tune
AMBT1 (ATLAS Minimum Bias Tune 1) and a new
HERWIGþJIMMY tune AUET1 (ATLAS Underlying Event
Tune 1) which model the pT and charged multiplicity
spectra significantly better than the pre-LHC tunes of those
generators [5,36].
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